
United Naval Corps, Void Corps, Order of Ranks

Enlisted
From any recruiting center in the UAG, one can enlist in the UNC, VC. Upon passing

medical examination, background and psychological tests, recruits are shipped off to one of the
many naval training centers across the UAG for basic training. After the 6 months of training,
recruits who pass are awarded the first rank of Spacer, S1 and are given their first assignment.

- Spacer, 1st Rank (S1)
- Given to any recruit that passes basic training and begins their service

tour. Lowest rank, mentored and led by AVO’s. Menial tasks, basic ship
service, maintenance, operation.

- Spacer, 2nd Rank (S2) -> Specialty
- Given to all S1 enlisted troops after 6 months of qualifying duty. Still under

AVO’s, given slightly more critical duties and responsibilities and first rank
at which specializations are given.

- Spacer, 3rd Rank (S3) -> Specialty
- Final rank of enlisted troops, attained after the first year of qualifying duty.

Specializations are further developed and most menial tasks are no
longer assigned. Can manage intense and extensive ship or station tasks,
but still does not have authority over other servicemen.

Non-Commissioned Officers
Any enlisted servicemen can become eligible for promotion to S4, the first NCO rank, should

they meet qualifications.

- Auxiliary Void Officer (AVO - S4) -> Specialty
- Acquired upon recommendation from command group officers and TVO’s.

Must pass applicable tests for specialization or role. First officer rank
available to enlisted servicemen. Manage small sections of enlisted
servicemen and delegate responsibilities. In charge of mentoring S rank
troops.

- True Void Officer (TVO S5) -> Specialty
- First true officer position. Roles vary greatly based on specialization.

Oversees AVO’s and their command groups. Will often command entire
sections of larger ships, stations, or single fighter squadrons.

- Chief Void Officer (CVO S6) -> Specialty
- Responsibilities greatly mirror TVO’s. Higher levels of control are

permitted, however, and will frequently interact with other branch officers
for coordination in multi-facet operations.

- Master Void Officer (MVO S7) -> Specialty
- The highest rank of NCO. Involved directly with the admiralty in command

and control of entire fleets or operations. Responsibilities and areas of
expertise greatly dictated by specialization.



Commissioned Officers
In order to become a Commissioned Officer in the United Naval Corps, Void Corps, one must

graduate from the United Naval Academy, located on the Capital. Upon graduation, the first rank
of SCO, Auxiliary Lieutenant, is granted. All commissioned officer promotions require approval

through the executive military committee, which is managed by the executive council.

- Auxiliary Lieutenant (AL SCO1) -> Specialty
- The first rank attained by UNA graduates. During their training one of

several specializations are pursued, such as flight, engineering,
maintenance, rescue, medicine, IT, Linguistics, etc. Specialization dictates
the responsibilities and role in the CO chain.

- Lieutenant (L SCO2) -> Specialty
- Attained after a minimum 1 year of service with recommendation from

superiors and proper exam performance. Responsibilities vary greatly
based on specialty, and these servicemen have authority over AL ranked
CO’s. Flight Specialists of this rank often lead squadrons of
fighters/interceptors and are typically based from Cruisers, Battleships, or
military stations.

- Void Captain (VC SCO3)
- The first ship command rank for CO’s. These officers command each of

the individual commissioned ships of the UNC, from corvettes to cruisers.
- Void Commander (VCo SCO4)

- Awarded to outstanding ship captains after considerable service, these
officers will often lead small battle groups or response groups, typically
from a UNC Cruiser.

- Station Commander (SCo SCO5)
- Rank is very similar to VCo, but for military stations. They work closely

with planetside forces when stationed near colonies, and otherwise only
rank below admirals.

- Lower Void Admiral (LVA SCO6)
- First of the Admiralty. Often accompanies Void Admirals or the True Fleet

Admiral in command of Fleet divisions or the entire UNC Fleet.
Coordinates with other military branches when engaged with planetside
operations, in order to allow the VA or TFA to focus on fleet matters.

- Void Admiral (VA SCO7)
- The Void admiral commands entire fleet divisions which can consist of

dozens of major ships and their support groups. Yields command only to
the True Fleet Admiral.

- True Fleet Admiral (TFA SCO8)
- A position appointed directly by the Executive Council or Emergency

Executive Leader, the True Fleet admiral has total command of all UNC
resources and forces. All positions in the branch yield power to this
individual, and they are a part of the Executive Cabinet of Military
Command, in conjunction with the heads of the other military branches.


